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Low-dimensional attractors are obtained reliably for a surfacethermally-induced atmosphericflow. Different physical processescorresponding with these low dimensions are discussed,and a mathematical mapping of the atmosph.:ricflow patterns
from thesephysicalprocessesis determined.

Various notions of dimensionare important quantities to characterizestrangeattractors in dissipative
nonlinear dynamical systems [I]. In practice, the
correlation dimension estimated using the Grassberger-Procacciaalgorithm [2] is most widely used.
In a k-dimensionalphasespacereconstructedfrom
observeddata by the method of delay [3,4], the correlation function C(r) is obtainedas the cumulative
histogramfor the numberof pairsof trajectorypoints
whosedistanceis lessthan r [2]. If, as r approaches
zero (but is still larger than the noise level of the
data), C(r) varies as r"(k), and if the exponentv(k)
approachesa value independentof k as k-+oo (usually k>2v(k) is sufficient), this value is defined as
the correlation dimension, denoted as v..
In the past few years,various researchershaveapplied the Grassberger-Procacciaalgorithm to analyze the time seriesof various weatherand climate
data [5-12]. Low (between3 to 8) dimensionalattractors were claimed in these studies. In contrast,
using observationaldata which have a length comparableto or greaterthan thoseused in the previous
studies,a saturated fractal dimension, v., still could
not be obtained,and it could only be claimed that v.
is well above 8 [I]. Using entire globalfields of observed data, the saturated correlation dimension
could not be obtained either [13]. Qualitative and
quantitative data requirementsof the GrassbergerProcacciaalgorithm have beendiscussedby various
researchers[1,7,8,14,15], and the existenceof lowdimensional atmospheric attractors is currently a

highly debated subject. Another interpretation for
apparentlyfinding low-dimensionalatmosphericattractorsis that this mayinsteadreflectthe weaknonlinear interaction betweenthe analyzedvariable and
the other variables in the atmosphere[16].
It should be emphasizedthat the computation of
correlation dimensionsis only the first step to describe the properties of dynamical systems (other
properties include, e.g., the Lyapunov-exponent
spectrum). The secondand more difficult stepis to
explore the question: even if a low-dimensionalattractorexists(e.g.,for a particularatmosphericflow),
what doesit mean?Theoretically,the fractal dimension is relatedto the numberof degreesof freedom;
it provides a lower bound on the numberof dependent variablesneededto describethe time evolution
of the dynamical system,and, for a simple system,
the Whitney embedding theorem [4] provides an
upperbound. However,for complexsystemssuchas
the atmosphere,the conditions of the Whitney
embeddingtheorem may not be satisfied,and this
upper bound may not be valid. The fractal dimension also provides statistical information about the
system.On the other hand, the correlation dimension analysisgives no hints as to how we can find
suitablevariablesand how we can constructa mathematicalmapping from thesevariablesto the function spaceof all atmospheric flow patterns, which
capturesa greatdeal of the atmosphericvariability.
Note that thesevariablesare,in general,not the original variables used to reconstructthe phasespace;
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Fig. I. Correlation dimension plot for 8, u, and w,using the data at all grid points. The solid, dotted, short dashed,and longdashedlines
denote the casesof L=O, 1,2.5 and 5 km, respectively.

instead,they are most probably related to the dominant physical processesor parameters.We do not
feel that there are well-defined generalmethods to
deal with this problem. Therefore, we discussthis
problem for a specific atmosphericsystem,namely,
surfacethermally-inducedatmosphericflow.
Two-dimensionalnonhydrostatic, fully compressible equationsare usedto describeatmosphericflow.
The surfaceconsistsof alternatingsoil and waterwith
the size of each strip being L. The horizontal grid
spacingAx is 100 m for L=0-5 km and is 2 km for
L= 10-150 km. Further model details canbe found
in our previous paper [7] where the error-growth
dynamics and predictability of these surface thermally-induced circulations have been extensively
studied. It is also shownthere that two-dimensional
and three-dimensionalsimulations yield similar re300

suIts regardingatmosphericpredictability.
We first take all grid points to constructa 4000dimensionalphasespacefor the casesof L=0-5 km.
Results for the potential temperature fJ,horizontal
and vertical winds (u and w) are stored everyhalf
hour. Therefore,for eachvariable,there are 48 trajectory points in this phasespacefor 24 h of integration. Note that the phasespaceis only a projection of the true phase spacewhich consists of all
prognosticvariables (fJ,u, w, and the turbulent kinetic energy) at all grid points. Although the dimension of the phasespaceis fixed for thesecases,the
saturatedcorrelation /Iscanbe obtained without further increasingthe embeddingdimension,sincethis
phasespaceis largeenough.Figure 1 showsthe cumulative histogramsfor the casesof L= 0-5 km. It
is seenthat the correlation dimension /Isis similar
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Fig. 2. The sameas in fig. I, but now for the casesof L= 10, 30, 50and 100km.

for (Jfor different cases.For In r from 2 to 2.5, the
correlation dimension is about 3.5. For In r greater
than 3, v. is about 1.4. For the u-component,v. is
similar for the casesof L= 1,2.5, and 5 km, but differentbetweenthesecasesand the homogeneous
case.
v. is between3 and 4.5 for the intermediaterangefor
L= 1,2.5, and 5 km, but difficult to estimatefor the
homogeneouscase (well above 5). For the w-component,v. is about 4.7 in the intermediate range for
the casesof L= 1,2.5, and 5 km, but difficult to estimate for the homogeneouscasein the intermediate
range. For In r greaterthan 2.5, v. is less than unity
for all cases.
By comparingv. for different variables,it is seen
that v. is smallestfor (J,and largestfor w in the intermediate range. This is consistent with the predictability of these variables: (Jis most predictable
and w is leastpredictable [17]. However, this con-

sistencyneed not be true in general.The fractal dimensions are different for different variables,becausedifferent variables are governed by different
detailed dynamics, or, stated in another way, becausethe couplingstrengthof differentvariableswith
the rest of the systemis different [16]. Low-dimensionalattractorsarefound in the intermediaterange
for (Jin all cases,and for u and w in all casesexcept
the homogeneouscase.The high correlationdimensions of u and w in the intermediate range for the
homogeneouscase,which are difficult to estimate,
imply that the turbulent structuresin the boundary
layerare of a largerdegreeof freedomand henceare
difficult to predict.
Low-dimensionalattractors are also obtained for
the casesusing Ax= 2 km. Some of the results are
given in fig. 2. Discussionssimilar to those for fig.
1 can be given. The fractal dimensionalis lessthan
301
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Fig. 3. The sameas in fig. 2, but now using the data at 66grid points (II points at eachof six selectedlevelsin the atmosphericboundary
layer).

3 for all thesecases.Note that fractal dimensions in
thesecasesare relatively smallerthan those in fig. 1,
which is consistentwith the conclusion [17] that the
atmospheric flow is more coherentand more predictable in the casesof L~ 10 km comparedwith the
casesof L=0-5 km. We also use data stored every
30 s at 66 grid points (11 points at each of six selected levels in the atmospheric boundary layer) to
computethe correlationdimension. Only the data in
the first 12 h are used, so that there are 1440trajectory points in the 66-dimensionalphasespace.The
results for L = 10, 30, 50, and 100 km are given in
fig. 3. As in fig. 2, the correlationdimensionsarealso
low (less than 3). Results similar to those in fig. 3
are also obtained for the casesof L=0-5 km. Furthermore,we compute the correlationdimensionsat
different vertical levels in an II-dimensional phase
302

spacefor all cases.It is also found that low-dimensional attractors are obtained for all casesbasedon
the intermediate rangeof the curves.
In addition to the above computations,we also
computethe correlationdimensionsin a 3 to II dimensionalphasespaceby two methods[7]. The first
method entails the use of the data from eachof II
grid points at the samevertical level and separated
by 500 m in the fine-resolutionsimulationsasa separate coordinate.The embeddingis done by introducing the data from progressivelymore grid points
as additional coordinates.An example for the case
of L= 5 km is given in fig. 4. It is seenthat, as above,
the correlationdimensionsare low. It is also shown
that the w field is characterizedby two distinct correlation dimensions;p. is higher in the lower range
than in the intermediate range.The other method
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Fig. 4. Correlation dimension plot for the caseof L=5 km, using the data oflJand u at z=589 m and ofwat z=637 m. The solid, dotted,
short dashed,long dashed,and dotted-dashed lines denote the phasespacereconstructedby using 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11 grid points, respectively, and are separatedby increments of 1 for clarity.

treats the data at 11 grid points together as independent measuresfrom a single site by concatenating the different time seriesfrom eachgrid point to
createa single large time series.It is found that the
two methodsyield similar results.
Becauseof the low value of the correlation dimensions,the qualitative and quantitative data requirementsfor the Grassberger-Procaccia
algorithm
[1,7,8,14,15]are satisfied.Therefore,we have shown
by different methods that low-dimensional attractors (less than 5) exist for surfacethermally-induced
circulations. Theseresults imply that the motion in
a very high dimensional phase space (which approximately representsthe original infinite-dimensional phase space of the physical system) is confined to the vicinity of a low-dimensionalmanifold.

..:-:~~~~~.::~

However, the correlation dimension analysis gives
us no way of constructing this manifold. This is a
well-known frustration of the correlation dimension
analysis. For our cases, we speculate that two dimensions of the low-dimensional attractors are associated with the magnitude of the surface heating
due to solar radiation, and the surface modulations
due to surface inhomogeneities. When the surface
heating is strong, turbulence is fully-developed, which
leads to strong nonlinearity and convective instability, and hence leads to the growth of the initial perturbations. On the other hand, the land/water contrast induces sea-breeze type of circulations which
are strongest when the surface heating is strong. These
circulations are coherent and suppress the growth of
the initial perturbations. Another dimension is as-
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sociated with the thermal stratification in the atmospheric boundary layer, which affects the development of atmospheric turbulence. Another two
dimensions may be associatedwith the horizontal
diffusion, which can reducethe turbulent Reynolds
numberand slowthe developmentof turbulence,and
the Coriolis force, which deflects the direction and
restricts the spatial scaleof the atmosphericflow.
Sincethe surfaceinhomogeneityparameterL correspondswith one dimension, a natural questionis
whether the dimension of the atmospheric flow
should be one less for the homogeneouscase.Although the homogeneouscasedoes remove the parameter L, it increasesmore dimensionsat the same
time due to the lack of strong coherentcirculations
induced by the surfaceinhomogeneities.Therefore,
the dimension for the homogeneouscaseis higher
than for the inhomogeneouscase,as mentioned in
the previous paragraphs.
The mathematical mapping from these parameters (or physical processes)to the actual flow fields
is the linear model [18,19]. From the linear model,
our selectedparametersbasicallydetermine the salient feature of the surface thermally-induced atmosphericflow under the condition of a calm mean
wind. An alternative candidatefor the mathematical
mapping is the original nonlinear governing equations; however, these nonlinear equations are, in
general,inappropriate becauseof their chaotic properties,i.e., becauseof their sensitivity to initial conditions, model parameters, and surface boundary
conditions.
Therefore,we have demonstratedthat low-dimensional attractors exist for surfacethermally-induced
atmosphericflow. Different physical processescorrespondingwith theselow dimensionsare discussed,
and the linear model provides the mathematical
mapping from theseparametersto the atmospheric
flow fields which capture the salient feature of the
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system.Our resultsalso imply that a low fractal dimensiondoes not necessarilymean that the system
can be describedby a few equations;more general,
a low dimensionmeansthat the systemcan only be
describedby a mathematicalmappingfrom a few key
physicalprocessesor parametersto the flow fields.
This work wassponsoredby NSF grant no. ATM8915265.
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